INTRODUCTION

Output
In this paper we develop a prototype system for human computer interaction that can interpret its users' attitude or emotional state, e.g., activatiodinterest, boredom, and anger. Visual features are extracted to guide this decision, supported by linguistic and paralinguistic analysis. For humans, facial gestures are very indicative for a persons' emotional state, so it's clear this extra information could have a serious impact on the overall performance of the system. However, extracting meaningful features is not straightforward.
The main goal is to extract some meaningful features from the face (the MPEG-4 facial animation and facial definition parameters), after having automatically detected the face in the images. Once the features extracted, we attempt to recognise the basic emotional states.
The aim of this work is to develop a system that works in realtime, i.e., with at most a few seconds delay between capturing the video data and generating the output. For the time being all processes work offline, in hatch-mode, processing individual images or a whole video sequence at once and only then generating the output.
Test video material has been distributed of two actresses and shows a variety of expressions and emotions.
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FACE DETECTION
A. Technical description ofthe submodule
Given an arbitrary image, the goal of face detection is to determine whether or not there are any faces in the image, and if present, return the image location and face extent.
In this work we have used a face detection technique [I] based on support vector machines. Face detection module is used as initialization and, to recover from emors, is repeated e.g., every second. Its output is fed into the facial feature extraction module as can be seen in Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows the result of running the face detection submodule on a frame of the data set created in the framework of IST Project ERMIS. The images (b), (e) indicate which pixels were classified as skin color (pixels shown in black). Based on this skin color detection, as well as on a variance detector, it's possible to reject ahout 90 % o f the windows before any heavy computation starts. This makes the system perform at reasonable speed, by focussing on interesting parts in the image.
B. ExperimentalResults
111.
EMOTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM
A. FAP and FDP localization I ) Facial Features Relevant to Expression Analysis
Robust and accurate facial analysis and feature extraction has always been a complex problem that has been dealt with by posing presumptions or restrictions with respect to facial rotation and orientation, occlusion, lighting conditions and scaling.
In the framework of MPEG-4 standard, parameters have been specified for Face and Body Animation (FBA) by defining specific Face and Body nodes in the scene graph. The goal of FBA definition is the animation of both realistic and cartoonist characters. Thus, MPEG-4 has defined a large set of parameters and the user can select subsets of these parameters according to the application. MPEG-4 specifies 84 feature points on the neutral face, which provide spatial reference for FAPs definition. The FAP set contains two high-level parameters, visemes and expressions. In particular, the Facial Definition Parameter (FDP) and the Facial Animation Parameter (FAP) set were designed in the MPEG-4 framework to allow the definition of a facial shape and texture, eliminating the need for specifying the topology of the underlying geometry, through FDPs, and the animation of faces reproducing expressions, emotions and speech pronunciation, through FAPs. Viseme definition has been included in the standard for synchronizing movements of the mouth related to phonemes with facial animation [I 11 .
Although FAPs provide all the necessary elements for MPEG-4 compatible animation, we cannot use them for the analysis of expressions from video scenes, due to the absence of a clear quantitative definition framework. In order to measure FAPs in real image sequences, we have to define a mapping between them and the movement of specific FDP feature points (FPs), which correspond to salient points on the human face.
We have implemented a quantitative modeling of FAPs using features labeled as f; (i=Z..15). This feature set employs feature points that lie in the facial area and, in Man Machine Interaction environments, can he automatically detected and tracked. It consists of distances between protuberant points in the facial area. Some of these points are constant during expressions and can be used as reference points; distances between these points are used for normalization purposes [14] [15] [16] .
2) Facial Feature Extraction
The facial feature extraction scheme used in the system proposed in the framework of the IST ERMlS project is based on an hierarchical, robust scheme, coping with large variations in the appearance of diverse subjects, as well as of the same subject in various instances within real video sequences. Soft a priori assumptions are made on the pose of (0 the-face or the general location of the features in it. Gradual revelation of information concerning tbe face is supported under the scope of optimization in each step of the hierarchical scheme, producing aposteriori knowledge about Face detection is performed first, as was described in section 11 above. Following this, primary facial features, such as eyes, mouth and nose, are dealt as major discontinuities on the segmented, arbitrarily rotated face. In the first step of the method, the system performs an optimized segmentation procedure. The initial estimates of the segments, also called seeds, are approximated through min-max analysis and refined through the maximization of a conditional likelihood function. Enhancement is needed so that closed objects will occur and part of the artifacts will he removed. Seed growing is achieved through expansion, utilizing chromatic and value information of the input image. The enhanced seeds form an object set, which reveals the in-plane facial rotation through the use of active contours [I31 applied on all objects of the set, which is restricted to a finer set, where the features and MPEG-4 feature points are finally labeled according to an error minimization criterion [12] .
In a simplified version of this approach, morphological operations (erosions and dilations), taking into account symmetries, are used to define first the most probable blobs within the facial area lo include the eyes and the mouth. Searching through gradient filters over the eyes and between the eyes and mouth provide estimates of the eyebrow and nose positions. Based on the detected facial feature positions, MPEG-4 feature points are then computed and evaluated.
The main problems that facial feature extraction approaches are facing are due to image variations, specifically lighting conditions, low camera precision, orientation and pose and partial occlusions. The method we have developed in ERMlS can cope with large variations in the appearance of diverse subjects, as well as of the same subject in various instances within real video sequences, being also robust to face pose and partial inclusion. However, the major issue of illumination variations is not being effectively tackled. That is why, in this paper, we are proposing a new approach, where the basic method is combined with a (post-processing) neural network subsystem, that evaluates the obtained results, especially in the eye regions which are the most difficult to accurately extract when the above problems exist, and refines them adapting to the specific lighting and capturing conditions. A multilayer perceptron architecture has been used to evaluate the results provided by the basic method and to adapt its a-priori knowledge about the features of the eye region so as to fit with the properties of the extracted (with high confidence) eye subregions. The features that have been used as inputs to this neural network are thirteen in total and have been acquired from the following pixel-based operation on the image. The images were firstly converted to YCbCr color space and the Y, Ch, and Cr values of the pixel were the first to include in the feature vector. The remaining features were evaluated by applying discrete cosine transformation to the Y (luminance) channel of an 8x8 block of pixels, having as center the specific pixel, and selecting the first ten cosine coefficients of the DCT-transformed resulting block. The multi-layer perceptron consisted of 2 hidden layers, the first of which had 20 neurons, while the output layer consisted of a single neuron. The network was trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt gradient descent method with momentum. The output of the network is shown using a mask on the detected eye region.
3) Experimental Results Figure 3 below shows a characteristic frame from an input sequence. After face detection, the primary facial features are shown in Figure 4 , showing the initially detected blobs, which include eyes and mouth, with Figure 5 showing the feature point estimates, including the eyebrow and nose positions. In Figure capture variations of FAPs [9] , [IO] . and bi corresponding to profile e(')and emotion i respectively, are computed through the following equations:
pi" = n ,.I and bi = maxfpy)), k The proposed facial expression analysis system is shown in Figure 6 . It provides as result the possible emotions of the user, each accompanied by a degree of belief [ 161. In the following we present results that illustrate the success of the proposed approach for extraction of facial features from the common set of generated data that were of low quality, since they were captured by an analog camera, with illumination problems. The above-described neural network based approach was able to effectively handle this. Figure 10 shows a frame of the sequences, the ohti featuredmasks, as well as the feature points that extracted by the proposed approach. The groundtruth was generated by experts who have selected (drawn) the mask locations on more than 100 frames. lined were data : true Figure 11 shows the superimposed true and auto-detected masks. From the multiplication of the true and auto-detected masks we get the true "common" mask, which represents the true-feature inclusion percentage of the auto-detected mask (brown). By subtracting this connnon mask from the autodetected mask, we obtain the non-feature percentage of the auto-detected mask. Figure 12 shows the detected versus the true facial feature masks (eyes, eyebrows, mouth, nose).
The above results indicate that the performance of the proposed feature and FP exuaction points is very good, even in difficult cases such as the ones listed above.
IV.
CONCLUSIONS -. FUTURE WORK In this work we have fully adopted the IS0 MF'EG-4 standard with respect to the FAPs, FDPs and the computed feature parameters. In this way, the analysis results to be produced will be compatible with MPEG-4 based animation, so that it will he straightfonvard to include or combine the developed system in HCI applications, where a user can interact with an emotionally responding avatar or virtual character. It is expected that the results can further be improved by fitting a 3D model of a face to the 2D image data.
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